LEDGESTONE XL/XL SMOOTH 24X36

23 5/8" X 35 7/16" • 2 3/8" THICK
RECOMMENDED PATTERN

RATIO: 70% 24 x 36 • 30% Ledgestone XL/XL Smooth

The pattern shows 9 (52" x 48" modules) that offset by 4" as they are laid. You will see 18 pieces of 24 x 36 and will use 4 layers of Ledgestone XL/XL Smooth leaving 1- 16 x 24, 1- 16 x 16 and 1- 8 x 16 left over from the 4 layers of Ledgestone XL/XL Smooth.

NOTE: Make sure you remember to adjust for the 4" offset when you start your pattern.